Counter NATO Summit, Chicago May 18/19

Workshop 1

1. Workshop Title: The Role of EU in the NATO Strategy
2. Name of organization proposing the workshop: ICC No to War – No to NATO
3. Contact person: Reiner Braun, Lucas Wirl
4. E-mail address and Phone: kongress@ialana.de / 0049 30 20654857

Workshop 2

1. Workshop Title: Global Missile Defence in NATO Strategy
2. Name of organization proposing the workshop: ICC No to War – No to NATO
3. Contact person: Reiner Braun, Lucas Wirl
4. E-mail address and Phone: kongress@ialana.de / 0049 30 20654857

Workshop 3

1. Workshop Title: NATO and Nuclear Weapons
2. Name of organization proposing the workshop: ICC No to War – No to NATO
3. Contact person: Reiner Braun, Lucas Wirl
4. E-mail address and Phone: kongress@ialana.de / 0049 30 20654857

Workshop 4

1. Workshop Title: Feminist Criticism on NATO
2. Name of organization proposing the workshop: ICC No to War – No to NATO
3. Contact person: Reiner Braun, Lucas Wirl
4. E-mail address and Phone: kongress@ialana.de / 0049 30 20654857

Workshop 5

1. Title: NATO and the Global South
2. Organization: ICC No to War – No to NATO
3. Contact Person: Luis Gutierrez-Esparza
4. E-mail address: presidencia@claei.org.mx